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The purpose of this paper is to generalize a theorem of Spitzer and Kesten

about random walks on the integers to random walks on the line. This has already

been done by Stone and Port for the finite variance case [4]. (We restrict ourselves

to the line but the arguments and results work for Euclidean «-dimensional

space.)

Our main theorem is the following: Let rn(x,J) be the probability that starting

at the point x, the first time we hit (or return to, if x e J) J occurs after time «.

Define rn(I, J)I\I\ in a similar way except that we start with uniform distribution in

/(|/|=lengthof/).

Theorem. For any nonarithmetic random walk limn_ x r„(x, I)lrn(J, J) exists and

is finite for any intervals I, J and any point x (z/x is not in I, then the limit cannot be 0).

(We also have lim,,.,,*, rffx, I2)/rniJ, J) exists for any intervals Ily I2, andJ.)

Nonarithmetic is not really a restriction since in that case we have a random walk

on the integers and the theorem of Kesten and Spitzer applies.

We will only concern ourselves with recurrent random walks of infinite variance

since the theorem is obvious in the transient case and has already been done in the

case of finite variance.

The proof will use the main ideas in the proof of Kesten and Spitzer, and the

results of §§1 and 2 of Random walks. I.

Since the proof is broken up into a very long string of lemmas we will indicate the

main ones which are also of some independent interest.

We start with a sequence of lemmas that lead up to L5: there exists an M such

that r„iJ, J)/r2niJ, J)<M for all «. We use this to get L7 : Given an interval / and

e >0, then there is an e>0 such that rff, J^lrff, J)—\<e for all « (F, is the part

of J whose distance is > e from the endpoints). L7 is a crucial step in the proof of

our next main lemma, L13: lim,,-,,*, rn(J, J)/rn+xiJ,/)=1. We use L13 to get L16:

limn_ a, rn(I, J)/rniJ, J) exists. By a proof analogous to that of L16 but more

complicated, we prove LI8 which says essentially: lim,,,.,*, rnix,J)/rniJ,J) exists.

We next make use of all of our previous main lemmas to get LI9:

lim,,..«, /-„(/, /i)/r„(7, J2) exists. Our theorem follows immediately from L16, L18,

and L19.
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46 D. S. ORNSTEIN [April

Notation. We will try to introduce the notation as we go along and keep it

consistent with that of Random walks. I. We will however list some of the main

notations here for reference :

u will always be a probability measure equal to the distribution of the random

variables of our walk,

F will be convolution by u,

>fiE will be the function that is 1 on F and 0 elsewhere,

i/>'E will be l-tfiE,

/will be the operator: multiplication by/

i7 will be u reflected around 0 and F convolution by ü,

8x will be the probability measure concentrated at x,

rnix,J) = Íi4>'JTf8x,

rniI,J)=\i4i'jT)n4>„ rnig,J)=¡i4>'jT)n-g (where g could be a function or a

measure),

Rnix,J) = iiïTY8x,

RnÜ,J) = $mi-
If J=ia, b), a<b, we define J£ = ia+s, b — e), V=(a—e, b + e), and

Je = ia-%E, a+$s) u (¿>-Jk, b+%£).

When we refer to a lemma in Random walks. I, we shall do so as L2.3 meaning L3

of §2. If we refer to L3 we will mean L3 of this paper.

LI. Given an interval J and e > 0 there exists N such that

2 ry» * -M«
^P-1 < e   for n > N and all x, y in J.

Iiu™*h)(j)¡ = i

Proof. Let I be an interval and let J be I translated by a. Pick e > 0. We can then

find a K such that starting at 0 we can hit an interval of length e about a with

probability at least 1 — e before time K. Therefore,

/• n + K *      n

d) >>£(i-«)   2u<i)-
j] i=i jis ¡=i

By the recurrence we get

(2) 2 M<° = (!-2<0      2 M<0   for n large enough.
JJi=l Jhi=l

It is easy to see from (2) that

"^»(ll/Vil"'")
can be made as small as we want by making |/' |/|Fj small enough. We can therefore
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strengthen (2) to (3) for intervals /, / of the same length

(3) 2 "7   2«*0-1-
ji i=x  i ji (=i

We can rephrase LI as follows : Let aJ be J translated by a. Then, given t and an

interval L, there exists TV such that

.Ut/"
(4) -~-l<e   for all n> TV and all x, y e L.

J-y} ifx

(4) will follow by breaking up some interval containing all the „Jand ¡/into disjoint

intervals each very small compared to J and then applying (3) to these intervals.

L2. Ifr2niJ,J)/rniJ,J)<e,then

L2  (F«Ä;)iFn(^/) = Pr, {Si e J for some i between n and 3«} > 1 -e.
¡J   ¡to

Proof. Let us define the measure (on /) ptj to be the measure of those paths

(given that we start with a measure whose density is if/j) that are in J at timej and

have visited / exactly / times (including the time j). We will now give an exact

definition of pitj in terms of a formula. Let ¡T be the operator that is the identity

on functions with support in J and agrees with convolution by u on functions with

support in the complement of J.

Pi/ = ijTii<l<j)-jTi-1i<l'j)><l>j   and   P(j =    %   OT'^p^.k-jT'-^ip^^
k = i-l

(1) Pry {Si e J, for some i, in ú i Ú 3«)} =  f jT2nTniif>j).

It is easy to see that

(2) /TTV, = (jT^j- 2 pi) +2 (2 ¿""-Vim-   2   *+*.<)•
\ ¡ = 1        /      k=l  \i = k i = fc + l /

(Note that each (2"=k jF3n"ipfc.(-2"=k1+i Pk-n.d is a nowhere negative measure.)

n-l jl-1

2 jT3n-'Pk,i- 2 /*+i.i
i=k i=k+l

(3)

= iGrW'^I/'-'iGrx.l-fi-«]- 2 ft*+w
i = fc i = k ( = )c + l

Let

i = fc

(n-l \ n-l

2 JTnpk.Mj- 2 ^+i.»
i = k / i = fc + l

where a0=/r2»[Grn(<A,))(l -^)] and /30 = />i,„.
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(4) jT2nT"i>p}) = 2 iak+bk).
fc = 0

(Note that ak and bk are nowhere negative measures and that /"„ 2£=o Í0k + bk)

= 1.) The bk have support in J so we are finished if we can show

/*    n~,l /• 00       ft ~" 1

(5) 2a^(1-£)     2»*-
J/ k=l J-oo  fc = 1

To see (5) note that

(6) f "2a* ^ f WÍW   2   ^.i))(i-^-)l-
JJ k=l JJ L\ \lSfcgign-l // J

(Note that if we integrate both sides of (6) from — oo to oo we get equality.) By LI

there is a constant c such that

(7) c(l-<i)*rá       2      PW *<#+•)*»
lSfcSÏSn-l

where e can be made as small as we want by taking n large enough (and c depends

on n).

The hypotheses of L2 says that

(8) f ,F"[GFV,)(1-<A,)] ï? (l-e) P   jTn[ijT^j)i\-h)]-
JJ J -oo

We are now finished because by (7)

l-e <-_Ü-lapais«-!-;-J < 1 + e
J/F"[[7F"(c^)](l-^)]

where the integration is done either over / or (—oo, oo).

L3. If r2niJ, J)/rniJ, J)<e, then there exists an integer k such that for each xej,

Pr* {S, e J for some i between n and 3n + k} > 1 —2e. If Jx and J2 are intervals such

thait JXCJ2, then there is one k that will work for all J, JX^J^J2.

Proof. L2 implies for each xej2

(1) Prx {Si e 5J2 for some i between n and 3n} > 1—«

where 5/2 is an interval with the same center as J2 and five times as long. ((1) is easy

to see and we omit the proof.)

(2) There exists k such that for any x e 5/2

Pr* {Si e J for some i,l ^ /' S k) > l-e.

To see (2) note that for fixed x we can find a k such that

Pr* {S¡ e iJx)e for some i,l ^ / ^ k} > 1 — e

and hence for all y in some interval around x we have (2). (2) then follows from the

compactness of 5/2- L3 follows easily from (1) and (2).
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L4. Ifr2n(J, J)/rn(J, J) < efor n>k (the k o/L3), then for each integer K>4 and

xej we have Prx{St e J, for some i, [(K—4)n^i¿Kn]}> 1 — 2Fe.

Proof. L3 implies that starting at x all paths except a set of measure < 2Fe have

the property that there are K numbers ixúi2ú- ■ ■ ú h (depending on the path)

such that Sk eJ(1=1,..., K) and n^i',+i-/,<4« (l=\,..., K) and nSh<4n.

The above property implies L4.

L5. There exists M such that rn(J, J)/r2n(J, J)<M for all n. If Jx and J2 are

intervals such thatJ1':zJ2, then there is one M that will work for allJ, JxcJcJ2.

Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., that for each e>0 we can find an n and / such

that r2n(J, J)/rn(J, J) < e. We can then apply L4 to this « and e to get

(1) Each «<!), n^l^Kn, can be written as the sum of two nonnegative measures

[ul]x and [ul]2 when J [ul]2<2Ke and [u\ = 2?2n v¡ * uil\ where v¡ are nonnegative

measures with support in J.

(2) We next introduce the dispersion function of Paul Levy, i.e.,

L(u, a) = inf i I : u > a   for some x >■

(3) Pick y^O, 2f:ny, = l and let u=2flnyium. Pick the Yi so that L(ü, ¿)

^^{max of Lift, \) for all choices of y(, y¡eO, 2f"n Yi = !}•

DTWi. DM

(4) fl«) =   2 ßtu»\   ßi > '0,        2  ft = l   (ß<> Yi are numbers).

(5) Using (1) and (4) we can write üm as the sum of two nonnegative measures

[üm]x and [#K)]2 where j [ö<x>]2 = 12Fe and [ß(ir)]i = 2f2n v¡ * wm where the t~f are

nonnegative measures with support in J.

(6) By Theorem 48 of [2] we have L(tfK\ <x/2)^f(l/2, a/2)Kll2L(ß, 1/2) for all

F> C(l/2, a/2) (we can let a= 1/2).

(7) Choose K such that x/(l/2, a/2)F1,2>x+1/| for all x>L(u, 1/2). We could

assume that e was chosen so that 1 — 12Fe= 1/2.

(8) We next write a string of easy inequalities :

l(«w, ¿) ú l(2 s, * K», 5) =^ ¿(| imk», ?) +1/|

^ f(«h,|) + \J\ = lU i) +1/|    L = JV> = 1 - 12FeV

(6), (7), and (8) and the fact that L(ü, |)^F(m, |) (since F(w, i)>F(«(i), ■£)) gives a

contradiction.

L6. GT-ofllrVW/)*/-**

Proof, (i) J(2r.o(i,Ä),^s*))-0/=[2i-o(rÄmW]W.
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The notation is the same as that in TO.2 and the statement follows immediately

by applying T0.2 i+ 1 times where F plays the role of u and noting that j" i>/>'j-f)-v

(2) By the recurrence we see that the left side of (1) is 1 for all x (see T0.5).

L7. Given an interval J and e > 0, there is an s > 0 such that

< e'   for all n.
rJJ, Je)   2
rn(J,J)

Proof. (1) rn(F JE) = rniJ, J) + 2?= i rn _ xiat, JE) where

«i - tu-JjTii'jTy-^j.

We will write

n/2

rn-i(o(,/,)+
< = n/2

n ni* n

2 rn-iiat,Je) = 2 rn-iia¡,Je)+ 2   rn-lax,Js)

and show that each of these is small compared to rn(F J).

(A) We will first show that 2"=n/a''n-;(0tti^e) can be made arbitrarily small

compared to rn/2(F J) which is enough by L5.

(2) Define R¿J, /)=[(1 -&)7TO/) (note rn(J, J) = } Rn(J, J)).

(3) Write Rnl2(J,J) = R'ni2(J,J) + R"nl2(J,J) where R'nl2iJ,J) = Rni2iJ,J)h-K,K)

and iC2(F J) = *,,„(/, /)(1 - 4>i - k,k>).

(4) Write aiy i>n/2 as aj = ai + a" where a¡ is the distribution of the probability

that starting with distribution R'nl2(J,J) the first time we hit J is /—n/2 and the

place where we hit is J—J£. Make the same definition for a" using R„i2iJ, J).

(5) 2r=.n/2 rn-,ia"i, /e) g 2"= n/2 Kl and

(6) given y, we could have chosen K large enough and e small enough so that

2?=n/2|«;i<yJ</2(F/)byL2.2.

(7) 2f= n/2 rn _ if«,', F) Si /■n,2(Ä;/2(F /), F)-
(8) It is easy to see that we can choose A^ such that rnl2{x, Je) < y for all |x| <K

and n/2 > N.

If we put (5) and (6), (7) and (8) together we get (A) for n/2 > N.

(B) (9) We will now show that 2f=2i rn-iiah JE) can be made arbitrarily small

compared to rn/2(F, F) and by L5 arbitrarily small compared to rn(JE, JE) and hence

to rn(J, Je). First define Rn(JE, JE) as before.

(10) Given y, K, and JE there is an 7Y such that

JR'k(Je,Je)<jQY¡KiJe,Je)

for some k, n/4 ^ki¿ n/2 if n > N (the same A^ will work for all e < %\J\).

(10) follows easily from L5 and the fact that there is an A'oCK) such that for all x,

|x|<üT, rNoix,J\jUi)<:2; as follows: if (10) were false for k then rk+NoiJs,Je)
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<(l-l/20)rk(Je,Jc). Therefore if (1-1/20)M'< l/M, then the number of k<n/2

and the form «/4 + TV0 for which (10) is false must be less than TV/'.

(ii) rk(j-f,j£) = 2 kn'jTih-ùh.
i = k J

where $'Jz is the operator multiplication by 1 — <Av

(12) The left-hand side of (11) is equal to 2i% J (W.)'^/,) ^/-/, where F is

defined as in T0.2 ((12) follows from T0.2).

(13) It is easy to see that the quantity in (12) is the expected number of times we

hit J—Je before we hit Jc starting with distribution Rk(Je, Js) (Rk is defined just as

Rk but using f instead of F).

(14) Apply (10) to the F and use L2.2 as follows: Choose y<e'/M2 by L5.

Then determine our e and a F by L2.2, and then pick an TV by (10) so that {the

expected number of times we hit J—F, before hitting Je starting with distribution

Rkif, Je)} < y J RAJ*, Js) for some k, (n/4 Ú k â n/2) if « > TV.

(15) Combining (14) with (11), (12), and (13) we get rk(J-Je,f)^yrk(Js,Je)

for some n/4 ¿ k £ n/2 if « > TV.

(16) (15) implies rn¡2(J—J„ Js)<yrnniJs, Je) and using L5 we see that

(17) rn,2(J-JE,Je)<e'rn(Je,Je)-

(18) Using L6 we see that 2f=2i ai=i<l'j-je and therefore that

n/2

2 rn-iiai,Js) S rnl2iJ-J£,Je).
i = l

(B) now follows from (18) and (17).

L8. Given an interval J and e' > 0 there is an e such that

rJJ, V)
1 < e'   for all n

TniJ,J)

(eJ is J extended e to the right and left).

Proof. The proof is the same as that of L7 with obvious modifications.

L9. (a) If the support of u does not lie in an arithmetic progression (recall that

nonarithmetic means that the support of u does not lie in an arithmetic progression

containing 0) then given K, y > 0 and e > 0 there exists an n such that u(n) can be

written as the sum of 2 positive measures a and ß and ß has the property that

\ß(I)/ßiJ)-l\ <e

for any two intervals I and J of length y in ( — K, K).

(b) If the support ofu lies in an arithmetic progression of the form a0 + ma (m = ± 1,

± 2• • •) and does not lie in any arithmetic progression of the form a0 + m(ka) for

some integer k > 1 then given K and e > 0 there exists an n such that u(n) can be written

as the sum of two positive measures a and ß and ß has the property that it assigns
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equal and nonzero measures to all the points of the progression na0 + ma im= ±1,

±2---) that lie in i-K, K).

Proof, (a) this is a very weak form of the strong ratio theorem which states that

L9, (a) is true if we let ß=uM. A direct proof, however, is fairly simple.

(1) Given e we can find an integer k such that u(k) gives nonzero measure to two

disjoint intervals of length less than e and whose distance apart is less than ê.

To see (1): We can assume that u has only point masses. Next we note that the

set of numbers that are differences between two support points of w<n) form an

increasing sequence of sets whose union is a group and this gives (1).

We can take the lengths of the intervals in (1) to be as small as we like and hence

for some kx we have that u{kki> gives nonzero measure to a sequence of disjoint

intervals whose centers are of the form b0 + mEr where e < ê and m ranges over all

integers such that E'\m\ <2iK+ 1). We could take b0 to lie between — 1 and 1 by

taking kx larger. We could let n = kkx and we could choose ß to give equal, non-

zero, measure to all the above intervals. This gives (a).

Proof, (b) (1) We can find an integer k such that u<k) gives nonzero measure to

two points whose distance apart is a.

The proof of (1) is exactly the same as the proof of (1) in part (a).

It is now easy to see that for some kx, ukki gives nonzero measure to a sequence

of points of the form ax + ma where m ranges over all integers such that a\m\

^¡2iK+1). We could assume that |aj| < 1 by taking kx larger. We then take ß to

give equal measure to the above set of points. This gives (b).

LIO. Given K>0, L>0, and an interval J there exists N>0, and N' > 0 such that

rnih,J)>\rniI2,J) for all n>N', Ix and I2 where \IX\=2K, \I2\=K, the distance

between Ix and J is greater than N and the distance between Ix and I2 is less than L.

Proof. This proof is fairly obvious since starting from the center of Ix we will hit

72, before getting within 2K ofJ, with probability > | if N is large enough. We can

therefore express at least \rniIx,J) as an average of r¡iI2,J), i^n, and since r, is

monotone we are finished.

We will however indicate a more formal proof.

Let S be convolution by t/'i.-K.K)-

Let h = I2\J Jx where >fiH ^j* <A(-x:,¡o.

Let t/j'j = l—t/jj.

Let/be the operator multiplication by/

Let x be the center of Ix.

(i) '„(/,/) = J"(ßW/-
The crucial step will be to show

(2) Mm,, ^ 2 MTy-'-^KntijyiK).
! = 0
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To see (2) note that

(3) Tihù = TS(8X) = SJ,l3T(8x) + S4,'l3T(8x),

(4) &F(^) = VjSÏhT(8x) + Sfl2Ti8x) + Sf¡3T(8x),

(5) iftiy - Wm, ä ifjTf - 'ShJiK) + it'jTY -15[«JX««)].

We leave the first term on the right-hand side of (5) alone and split the second term

as we did in (3), (4), and (5) treating <f>',3T(8x) as we did 8X. This will give (2).

Our lemma follows easily from (2) because the right side of (2)

ziftTys'fhjxfijyK.
1 = 0

By choosing TV large enough we can be sure that

"2 *Mjy 8*>\   for all « > M(K, L).
1 = 0 L

Therefore, [S 2?:è <P,2T(^¡3Ty 8J(x)^i for all x in I2 and from this we get LIO.

LU. (a) Given e > 0 and an interval J there is a K> 0, TV> 0, and TV' > 0 such that

rn([x,x+K],J)

i

1 < e   for \x\ > TV andn > TV'.

1 < e   for |x| > TV,        (rn(h,J) - Ji^F)^-

rn+ii[x,x + K],J)

(b) If the support of u lies in an arithmetic progression of the form a0 + ma,

m= ± 1, ±2,... and not in one of the form a0 + mika) for some integer k> 1 then

given e > 0, f > 0 and an interval J there is a K> 0, TV> 0 and TV' > 0 such that if we

let A = ^(-í,í) * 2m=o Sx+ma we get

rnJh,J)

rn+iih,J)

Proof of (a). (1) There is an M such that for all K large enough T<p(0,K)iy)

> 1 -ie for all y, M<y ^ K-TV/.

(2) For fixed M we can choose a K such that

rni[x, x + M] u [x + K-M, x + K],J) < $ern([x, x + K],J)

for all x large enough. This follows easily from L10. LU follows from (1) and (2)

by writing rn+1([x, x + K], J) as rn([<f>'jT4iiXtX+K)], J).

Proof of (b). (1) We can write u as SO0 * ux where ux has support on an arithmetic

progression containing 0.

(2) Given è we can find an integer k such that for some integer m

\a0+ma—ka0\ < ê.

(3) There is an TV/ such that for all F large enough, u[k) * 2m=o ¿W gives measure

greater than 1-^e to all points 8ma, M<m<K-M

(4) ëkUh^(\-\e) 2 &-i+I,i-ï,*8*+m(».
M + kao < m < K - M - kao

This follows from (1), (2) and (3).
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(5) If x is large enough we could replace the left side of (4) by i$jT)kh and

change 1 -\e to 1 — \e on the right side.

(6) If K is large enough with respect to M+ka0, ë small enough with respect to |,

x and « large enough, and if we let

K

A   = ¿ *A< — i.i) °x + ma.-T- £  fA(-í, -{+») * °x+ma
K-M-kaoiméK m = 0

K

+ 2   A«"*.« * S« + »a+ 2 ^<-«.e * S* + ma
m = 0 OSmSM + fcao

then rn(h', J)<&rn(h, J). This follows easily from LIO.

(7) We now get that \rn(h, J)/rn+k(h, J) -11 < e by writing rn+k(h, J) as

rM'jTfh,J)

and using (5) and (6). (b) follows from (7) because rn(li, J) is monotone.

L12. For every e > 0, rn(J, J) > (1 — e)n for all n large enough.

Proof. Recall 7?¡(/, J) = (i^F)ty/ 0/4 = 1 — </>/ and / is the operator multiplication

by the function/).

(1) Pick e>0 and divide J into disjoint intervals of length e, Jx, .. .,JM. Let x¡

be the center of Jt. Then

M

RiiJ,J)  ^  4>(-e,2,em*   2   RAXt,'J)
1=1

isJ is / extended s in both directions).

(2) Given Äand Af, the right side of (1), for some i large enough, must be greater

than yh for some |x| > N and some y>0, where h = i/><XiX+K) if the support of m does

not lie in an arithmetic progression. Otherwise h = ^i_El2iEi2) * 2m = i S*+ma as in

LI 1 ia is the span of the smallest arithmetic progression containing the support of u).

(2) follows from L9 and the fact that we can get outside any interval before

hitting V starting at x¡ with nonzero probability.

(3) rniJ,J) = rn-iiRiiJ,J),J)^yrn_{h,J) by (2).

(4) By Lll we get y/-n_¡(n,y)>y(l-e)E""i and this proves L12.

L13.

lim JjäilL = i.
n-oo rn+xiJ, J)

Proof. Define A(x, K, Ç) as follows : If the support of u does not lie in an arith-

metic progression let A(x, K, £) = */><,x,x+k)- If the support of u lies in an arithmetic

progression of the form aQ + ma (/«= ± 1, ±2,...) and does not lie in one of the

form a0 + mika) for some integer k > 1 then let

K

KX, K, Ç) = <A(-5/2,i,2) *   2   S* + ma-
m = 0

For simplicity in notation we will assume that a=l.
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-1 < ë   for Ixl > N (byLll).

Pick ë > 0. Then pick e so that | rn(J, J2s)/rniJ, J) -1 \ < ë by L7 and pick K and N

so that

rnjhjx, K, e), Je)

rn+xihix,K,e),Js

Next   pick   /   so   that   by   L9,   ul = a+ß,  (l-e/S)yh(0,K,e)^ß*^.,l2iem^

yhi — 1, K+ 2, s) for some y > 0.

Next pick an N' > N so that

(#.W*) = <*'x+ß' * 8X,

(1 -Í«)/A(X, K, e)  <: ß' * 8X * 0<-e/a.e/2>

^ y'A(x-l, #+2, e) for |x| >N' (and />0).

We can do this because ift-«,,»!*)1 S^OÂ^F)' 8X where ¿> is the right endpoint

of JE and if vx and u2 are positive measures we say that vx<v2 if there is a positive

measure v3 such that vx + v3 = v2. NowO^-co^F)1 8X is monotone as x-> oo, x>¿>.

Choose a very large x and pick ß' so that jS'«(i/¡('_ „(,_ ^F)' 80 and ¿9'«0Â<'o+*,oo)F)!

80 (6 is the left endpoint of 7). Now write the operator i</j'jT)' = Ta + Ts. Where Ta

and FÄ are positive operators FS(8J = 0 and T^S*) = i4>'jeT)li8x) for |x|<JV" and

Tei8x)=ß' * 8X and T^S,)««; for \x\ZN'.

We are now ready to give the proof.

(1) RiniJ,Je) = i'J'jeT)n''l'j=ITaTaTß---Ta---TBiif>j) where the summation ex-

tends over all sequences of a and ß of length n.

(2) The right side of (1) is equal to

2 $'j?)Kn-" - »TeTtih) + TM,).
k = 0

(3) There is a y< 1 such that J" Fn<yn for all w. To see (3) note that { Ta8x<y

for all |x| > N'. We can assume the same for |x| < N' for if not we could have chosen

/ larger.

(4) Let S be convolution by ^-eta.tiay

RnliJ,J) fk 2 i'I'jJ)Hn-k~1)STi!Tki^) + TSih) ï RnliJ,J2s)
k = 0

because of (1) and (2). In a similar way we get

(5) Rnl + xiJ, J) * 22- o (#.r)«" - k - »if'JsT)STeTkaii}) + m.Tymj) ^ Ki + i(F /a.)-
By our choice of ß' and TB and by L10 and Lll

(6)
f 2 i'P'jjy^-^ST^ih)J k = 0 -1 < ë.

! 2 Wfp-'-^sraidh)
J   fc = 0

By (3) and LI2 we get

(7) JTMj<lërM,J)   and   j(ñ,T)TMj < **■„„(/,./).

Now making crucial use of L7 we combine (4), (5), (6), and (7) to get L13.
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L14. For fixed K and interval J

lim  í-K*nV,J) = 0

»—     $RniJ,J)

Proof. This is an easy consequence of L13.

L15. Given an interval J and TV>0, there is a B>0 such that

[April

/-»(l^'8-) < B  for all x.

Proof.

(1)

(2)

JXfo(Wa,) = i.

(3) For each x there is an open interval Ix containing x and an nx and eA. > 0 such

that ¡j Tn*8y > ex for all y e Ix. (3) and (2) imply that J7y (2f=i i>J>'jTy8x) is bounded

independently of x and LI5 follows from compactness of (—TV, TV).

L16. Let I and J be intervals; then lim,,.,,*, rn(/, J)/rniJ, J) exists. If I n J= 0,

then the limit is not 6.

Proof.

(1)

rn(i, j) = j [J Wffx&t J) ■*/ - J [S (Ttiymy-'m)

= j [Î (W^-'íttó ■*, = / [|o (T^yRniJ, J)

h

■h

(F is defined just as F except using T).

(2) If we let I=J in (1) we get J F„(F J) = j F(F /).

(3) Define HxiI,J)=j (2r=i (7#)<8Ä)<A,.

(4) lim^i-,» H ¡dl, J) exists by T2.3 and the proof of L3.4 (here we use a2 = 00).

Next pick e and TV such that if |x| >TV,

1 — 1   < e\(HxiI,J) j lim HviI,J)j-1

and write the last term in (1) as

(5) Î [ f {Ttift - N,NRniJ, J)] -A, + f [ 2 (ÍW- »,NRn(J, J)
J li = o J        J u = o

Hi-
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(6) As n -+• oo the first term of (5) gets arbitrarily small compared to RniJ, J).

This fact comes from L14 and the fact that HJJ, J) is bounded for all x.

(7) The second term will be between

(1 ±e)fjim Hyil,F)] J#_„.M, J).

Use L14 again and this completes the proof.

Definition. H¡iv, F) = J L2i™ o(F<f/)f0/](iO» i.e., the expected "number of times

we hit v " before hitting J starting with distributions ifi,.

L17. Given intervals I, J, K and s > 0, there is an N such that

\HI+yiiv,J)-H,+y2iv,J)\ < e

for all \yx\, \y2\ > N and v a probability measure with support in K ihere we use

a2 = oo).

Proof. In L2.3 we showed (using the notation here) that Yimy^x g¡,(x) and

lim!/^_00 gyix) exists. This gives us L17foryx,y2>N. We now use L3.4and ct2=oo

to show L17 for \yx\, \y2\>N.

L18. Let I and J be intervals and let v be a probability measure with support in I.

Then limn_ œ rniv, J)/rJJ, J) exists. Furthermore, given e we can find an N such that

the above ratio is within e of the limit for all n> N and all v iwith support in I). Also

if the support ofv is not a subset ofJ, then the above limit is not 0.

Proof. The proof will be a modification of that of LI6.

Let S be the operator: convolution by &-,/s,«/a>-

(1) rniv,J)ú  [[¿(F^-^ÍF&m»)
J Li = o

h-

(This is a modification of (1) in the proof of LI6. Recall that JE is J contracted at

both ends by e. Let eJ be J expanded by e at both ends.)

(2) rjp, j) ^ j* [2 (Tfar -isiñ vm] h-

From (1) we get

(3)   rniv,J)< ï\2'mTySi4-jef)n-1ih)](v)= f\ZmfySRn-xiJ,JE)]iv)
J Li = o J J Li = o

iR is defined in the same way as R using F instead of F)

From (2) we get

(4) rniv, J)
r r °°

J  L( = 0
jTySRn.xiJ,U) iv).

(5) Pick ë. Then pick e such that |rn(F EJ)/rniJ, JE)-11 < ë (by L7 and L8).
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(6) We will have proved LI8 if we can show that

[April

lim
n-* oo

j[lomfysRn-xiJ,i)]iv)

JRn-xiJ,I)
= /(»),

where I=Je or eJ and/(t;) = lim,!/|-<00 HK+y(v,J), F=(-e, e), and that the rate of

convergence does not depend on v (support of v in /). (It may depend on e.)

(7) Write the numerator of (6) as

f[2 T(fcíysh-N,N)Rn-i(J, i)](v)+ (\Z mfys^.N,N)Rn-i(J,i)](v).
J   |_i = 0 JJ|_( = 0

(8) Choose TV so large that the second term in (7) is between

(1 ±i)/(lOj# -s.Jin- l(J,I)-

Now examine the first term in (7)

(9) lim jh-N,mRn(J, I)/JRniJ, I) = 0   by LI6 and L14.

(10) The first term of (7) á J £"-„ [S*WifJfc-,,.»A-iM fflp).
(9), (10), and (15) show that the first term of (7) becomes arbitrarily small compared

to r„-i(J, I) as « -*■ oo.

L19. Let Jx,J2,1 be intervals J"ic/2, I nj2= 0. Then lim,,.,,*, rn(I, Ji)/rn(I, J2)

exists.

Proof. (1) rn(/,y1) = /-n(/,/2) + 2r=i/-n-i(«i,A) where al=[(F^2)i(-A,)]-^2_y1.

(A) We will first show that

n

2    rn-i(ai,Jx)
lim '-»",_ .,-= 0.
n-ro       rn{i, Jx)

To do this, note

(2) There is a y such that

J n/2
Of,

< y   for all «.
I rni2(I, J2) |

This follows from L5 and L16.

(3) Given e, we can find a F such that rKlx, Jx) < e for all x e J2—Jx-

(4) Putting (2) and (3) together we see that, given e, we can find a K such that

n-JT

2     rn-iicCi,Jx)
ijz:^—     i \— < e   ^or a^ n 'arSe enough-

rnl2ÍL Ji)
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The proof of (A) will be finished when we show

Í 2   ««
(5) lim ;-"-'    = 0.

n-»oo rnt2yi, jx)

(5) follows easily from LI3 and LI6 since J <xi<ri-1(I,J1) — ri(I,J1).

(B) We will now show that
n/2

2  rn-iiat,Jx)

n-œ       r„iI,Jx)

exists.

(6) There is a B such that rn_,(x, Jx)/rnil, Jx) < B for all n,xeJ2 -Jx and i ¿n/2.

This follows from L5, LI6, and LI8.

(7) (6) implies that, given e, we can find a K such that

n/2

2 rn _,(«(,/i)
' g  /r TN— < «   for all n large enough.

'VIA Jl)

(8) LI3 together with LI8 gives

K

2 rn-iiai,Jx)
lim í=¿-— = 1.
n-"°   2 r.KA)

i=i

rn it «i. A j

(9) lim —  ,t r \—   exists by LI8.
n- oo        /•„(/, Ji)

This completes the proof of (B) and the lemma of L19.

L20. Let JX<=J2 be intervals. Then

lim r-4^\ * 0.
n-»oo rn(J2, J2)

Proof. The above limit exists (and is finite) by L16 and L19. If L20 were false

there would be a number a and two sequences ßt<a, /S, -> a and y¡ >a, yt —> a.

With the property that for each / we can find intervals/, and J¡ with lengths /?, and

y„ respectively, and

lim ̂ /''^ = 0    or    lim r"ff' ̂  = 0   where/, <=/<=/,.
n-oo rniJ,J) n-.cc rniJi, Ji)

This however would contradict L18.

Evaluation of limits. We will now show how the limits in our main theorem can

be evaluated in terms of those in RWI.

(1) lim ^t^tI =  lim H*(I,J)   if<J2 = oo.
n-»oo /*„(./, J)        |x|-»oo
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Otherwise, the right side will be some number between limx^ ^ HX(I,J) and

lim*., _ a, HX(I, J).

(1) is implicit in the proof of L16.

(2) Let v be a probability measure with support in a finite interval. Then,

lim 7TTT\ =  lim   \vZy
n-»oo rn(J, J ) l!/|->ro J

if ct2 = oo. Otherwise, the right side will be some number between lim^« j v-gy

and limr_..„ J" v-gy (gy is defined in L2.3).

(2) is implicit in the proof of LI8.

(3) Let Jx, J2 and / be intervals such that JxŒJ2,1 r\J2= 0. Then

lim rn(/, Ji) = i _|_ lixn. r"(a' Jz) = i + Hm ^(",^2)  rn(J2,J2)
n-» «o rn(7, J2) n-»ro rn(/, F2) n-00 rn(J2, J2)   rn(I,J2)

where a=2," a [(^W/)]-^-^-

(3) is implicit in the proof of L19.
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